Harlem: A Dream Deferred

by Langston Hughes

What happens to a dream deferred?

Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore--
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over--
like a syrupy sweet?

Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load.

Or does it explode?
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Directions: Answer the following questions in complete sentences. Be sure to cite the line number!

1. How does the sum total of all of the imagery add up to answering the question put forth by the speaker in line one, “What happens to a dream deferred?”

2. What is the unspoken message the speaker is telling the reader about going after their own dreams?

3. Now, vandalize Hughes’ original poem by rewriting the poem for what images you see when your dreams are deferred. Use the following outline for assistance.

___________________________: A Dream Deferred

By ____________________________

What happens to a dream deferred?

Does it ____________________________

Like a ____________________________?

Or ____________________________ like a ____________________________--

And then ____________________________?

Does it ____________________________ like ____________________________?

Or ____________________________ and ____________________________--

Like a ____________________________?

Maybe it just ____________________________

Like a ____________________________

Or does it ____________________________?